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Baro-diffusion and Thermal-diffusion
in a Binary Mixture Near A Stagnation

Point-A Numerical Study

B.RSHARIVIA AIiID G.C. IIAZARIKA

Abstrrcfi The effects of pressure gradient and temper*ure gradient on separation of a binary

mixture of incompressible viscous fluids have been discussed rry-hen one of the components of the

fluid mixture is present in a small quantity. The flow has beqr discussed when a stream of such a

mixture impinges on an impervious wall at right mgles and flows along this wall in all radial

directions. Equations of motion and energt together with the equation for species conservation

have been solved numerically by Ruga-Kutta shooting technique. It has be!n formd that there is

no separation effect wh!n pr!ssure gradient and temperature gradieirt are iggor!d. The effects of

the pressure gradent as well as the temp!rature gradi!nt are to separate the two coryonents of the

mixture in such a manner that the heavier and more abundant oomponent g!ts deposited near the

wall.

1. Introduction

Consider a mixture of two components of fluids the composition of one of

whioh is described by the cono!ntration c1 defined as the ratio of mass of that

component to the total mass of the fluid in a given volume element. In the flow of

such a mixture the diffirsion of individual species takes place by three mechanisms
namely concenfation gradient, pressure gradient and temperature gradient. The

diffusion flux i is given by Landau and Lifshitz [5] as :

(1) 7'= - p DlYq + kiYo + ftr rn

where p is the density-of the binary mixtureo D is the diffirsion coeflicient, fto is

baro-diffirsion ntto, koD is the baro-diffusion coeffrcielrq p is the pressure, fr7 is

thermal diffirsion ratio, k7D is the thermal-diffirsion coefficient and Z is the

te.mperatur!. The first term in the right hand side of equation (l) 
'represents 

the

ordinary dilfision whose contribution to the mass fltx depends in a complicated
way on the concentation gradients of the substances preseirt in the binary mixture.

The sccond one r!presenting the pressure difrrsion term indicates that there may be
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a net movem!,lrt of the lth species in the mixture if there is a pressure gfadient

imposed on the system. The last one repres!nting the thermal diffusio'n term

deicribes the tendency for species to diffirse under the inllueirce of a temperature

gradient. The effects of the last two terrrs af,e quite small, but dwices can be

inanged to produce very steep pressure gradients and temperature gradients so that

separations of mixtures may be effected.
Much interest has been attached to the separation processes wherein one of

Ore componelrB is present in entremely small proportion in normal occurrence of the

mixture. Separation of isotopes from their naturally oceuning mixture is one such

example. It is well known that because of their small relative mass difference the

isotopes of heavier molecules offer greatest practical challenge to isolate the rarer

component. Sharma Fl has discussed the problem of baro-diffirsion in a binary

mixture of viscous incompressible fluids when an infinite disk rotates with a

constant angular velocity and there is a suction of the mixture at the disk' Srivastava

[10] has discussed the baro-difhrsion in a binary mixture confined between two

Oi*tr *n* one of the disfts is rotating and the other is at rest. Sharrra and Gogoi [9]

have discussed the effect of curvafi[e of a curved annulus on separation of a bbary

mixture. Shrivastava [11] has discussed the baro-diffusion in a binary mixture in an

axi-symmetric stagnation-point flow also. All these problems have been discussed

under isothermal conditions. To investigate the effect of the ternperature gradient in

addition to the presswe gradient on separation of species of a binary mixture of

therrrally conducting incompressible fluids we have considered in this paper the

flow dislussed by Srivastava [ll] when a steam of such a mixture impinges on a

stalionary impervious wall perpendicular to the steam and flows away in all radial

directions. The equations ol motion, enerry and also the equation for conservation

of species have been reduced to ordinary differential elyatiols and nurrerical

solutions ofthese ordinary non-linear differential equations have been obtained for

various values of Schmidt number, baro-diffrrsion number, thermal-diffusion

number and Prandtl number. Thus in this paper we have discussed the difhision of

the rarer componeNrt of the binary mixture under all the three effects namely the

concentation gradient, the pressure gradient and the temperature gadient' Thus, the

analysis provides a more accruate picture of the separation of the binary mixture of

incompressible viscous fluids in the problem than the usual analysis under

isothermal conditions.

2. ltfiass Transfcr Equation

We consider here the oase when one of the componeNlts of the binary

mixnre of incompressible fluids is present in a small quantity, hence the density and

the viscosity of the nixture are itdependent of the distribution of the components'

The flow pioblem of the binary mixtute is identical to that of a single fluid but the
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velocity is to be understood as the mass average velocity i = (ptit + pziz) / p and

the density p = p r Ip, where the subscripts I and 2 denote the rarer and more

abundant components respectively. Thd equations of motion and the equation of

continuity in the steady case are :

p ( n  . g n  = - Y n +  p Y 2  i ,

V. i l  = 0,

where p is the coefficient of viscosity of the binary mixture. The equation
goveming the temperature is given by

(4) p c r ( i . V ) f  =  k Y 2 T + Q o ,

where co is the specific heat at constant presswe, ft is the thermal conductivity of the

fluid and Qa is the viscous dissipation function. The additional equation for the

species concentration is given bY

(s) p ( i . Y ) c 1 = - V . i

Substituting i from equation (1) in (5); we get the following equation for c1

(6) p ( i  .Y) cr = p DfYz cr + Y .(k rYp) + V .(krVT\).

The explicit expression for the baro-diffusion ratio has been given by Landau and

Lifshitz (5) as:
(7\ k, = (mz - m)l@t I ry) + (c2 I m2) qc2 lp-,

where p-denotes the pressure in the working medium, ml and m2 dra the masses of

two kinds of particles and c2 is the concentration of the second component of the

binary mixture given by
(8) Q * c 2  = l

since c1 = Alp and c2= hlp. Assuming c1 to be small so that its square is

negligible, we get the following expression for ko :

(e) k r = ( m z - m t ) e l ( m z p * ) .

The expression for ft1 has been suggested by Hurle and Jakeman [4] as :

(10) k r = c r s 1 ( l - c 1 ) ,

where s1 is Sret coeffrcient Neglecting the square of c1 in this case also, we can

write the expression for the thermal diffusion ratio ft7 as:

( l  l )  k r  =  QSr .

3. Boundary Conditions on c1

The boundary conditions otr c1 dro different in different cases. At the solid

surface of a body, insoluble in the fluid, the mass flux of the rarer component of the
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mixture no(mal to the solid gurftee is zero. This boundary condition can+e written
matlrematicslly as :

(12\ pvnh - DKOq,lOa)+ ko(O p/dn)+ kr@Tl0n)l = 0 at the surface,

where vn is the fluid velocity normal to the surface and dl?n denotes derivative

normal to the surface. The first part represents the convective flux and the second
part in the parenthesis denotes the diffusion flux. If, however, there is diffusion from

a body that dissolves in the fluid, the equilibrium is rapidly established at the surface

of the body and that the concentration in the-fluid adjoining the body is, therefore,

the saturation constant cs. The boundary condition at such a surface is, therefore.

(13) cr = co.

4. Formulation of the Problem

In this section we discuss the fldw, heat transfer and diffirsion of a binary

mixture of incompressible viscous fluids when a stream of such a mixture impinges

on an impervious insulated wall z : 0 and flows away in all radial directions. We

consider the temperature of the rarer component of the binary mixture, far away

from the surfaoe of the wall, to be constant. We take here cylindrical polar co-

ordinates with stagnation point as the origin and the flow direction as negative

z-axis. We denote the radial and axial component of the velocity in the frictionless

flow region by U and II/ respectively whereas those in viscous flow region are

denoted by u: u (rt) and w : w (r, z). The boundary conditions on velocity and

temperature fields are

( 1 4 )  u = 0 , w : 0 , ( 0 7  I  0 z ) : 0  a t z : 0 a n d z  + U , T - +  T - a s z - > a .

For frictionless case we have [See Schlichting and Gerston [8],

(15)  l J :a r ,V [ : -2a2,  Po= P+(pa2/21112 +422) ,

where a is a constant and P6 is the total pressure at the stagnation point. We take the

following form for u, w and p in the viscous region :

u = (*)tn 10'Ol\, w = -2(av)tt' 0(rl),

P- Po= PqvP(6'ry) '

T-T-=(pco/k)0(( , r7 \ ,

o
a

a
r

Q

wl
dil

(16)

(17)

(18)

Th

(23
an(

(24

5 . !

cotl

fon
(26

and
(20

Put

coe

where r7 =(alv)tt2z, 1=1a/v)tt'r, v: plp md 4 is the temperature at a latge

distance from the swface of the wall.

Substituting expressions for z and w from (16),p from (17), Ifrom (18), lp

from (9) and k7 from (11), the equation of motion (2) becomes

( le) o" '+200"  -  Q '2 + l= 0,

and also the expressionfor P(( ,q\ becomes
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(20) P(6,tD=-+-2(02 +0),

the equation of e,nergy (4) reduces to

(zt) n(*'# -rr#)=(&(tf).#\+ Pr(t2Q'2 + ! '0"2\

and the diffrrsion equation (6) becomes

(22) ,*(eo'ft\-rr*(r+\=&(tE\.
* #*o(&('"#).*("#\.

.'(&('"f)\.*("#\'
where p1 = pcplk is the Prandtl number, Sm = (vlD) is the Schmidt' B is the baro-

diffusion number grven bY
-  n \ -m1 P2' - - -

, _ 
,rhp_ z

and r is the thennal diffusion number given by

" =ff 's;,
The boundary conditions (14) on velocity and temperature become

( 2 3 ) 0 = 0 , i ' = 0 , 0 ' = - 0 a t q = 0 ; i ' + l ' d + 1 a s q + 6

and the boundary conditions (12) md (13) on c1 become

0c, AP d0
(24 ' )  

f r *Or t f t+ r t rdn=0^ tn- -0 :  
and q)cs  asry+6 '

5. Solution of Equations

Togetsolutionofpartialdifferentialequations(21)and(22)we,atfirst,
convert them to orOinuty Oiifoential equations. For this we assune d and c1 in the

forms:
(26)
and

(20)

o(!"q) = oo+ !2oz

c(6,n)= cof (1,i l = co(fo?l' l+ ! ' fr?l)\ '

putting these values of d and c1 in equations (21) nd (22\ and equating the

coeflicient of f,o and !2 sepantely from both sides' we get'

[6e]

I
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(27)

(28)
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0{ + 40, + 2k (0e(, + 6Q,2) = g,

oi -Pr (zO'e, -z4ei. 0") = o,

dd=0 ,d0 (o )=01
0 i=0 ,02 (q )=01

fd-2p 0 ' . fo=0 at  r7  =0;  and " fo  +I  as ? - )@,

f i - z P Q ' . f z = 0  a t  r 7 : o ;  a n d  f z + 0  a s  ? - ) @

q
E
O .
I
-

(2s) sn (-z p 4) = f{ + t 7, - z B Ofo + 2 0,2 fo +2QQ, fo+2g5, f;+ S, 7o+ 6,7r)
+ t(4foe2 + fooi + fdoi)

(30) zsn(Ofz - 0 fll=z F (2"f, *2i'2.f2 +2{i'.fz +2OO'.f; + 0'.fz + O' fi')
+ t (ty'e, + foui + f,foi + fret + fiui)

The boundary conditions (23) and (24\ nterms of 0o,0z,.fo and become

(3 1)

and

(32)

(33)

It is not possible to get analytical expressions for / and hence for 0o,9r,fo and f2.
Equation (19) was first solved numerically by Homann [3], and later by Frossling
[2] under the boundary conditions (23). Here we have solved equations (19),
(27)-(30) under boundary conditions (23), (31H33) numerically by using
Runga-Kutta shooting technique [See Conte and Boor [1] Robert and Shlpman [6].

6. Discussion

Eor p: 0 and r: 0 thQ function/(f , 4) becomes I throughout the fluid,
which shows that there is no separation effect in the binary mixture when pressure
gradient and temperature gradient are ignored. This confinns the results of Sarma

[7], Srivastava I l] and Sharma and Gogol [9]. The value of .fzftt) is found to be

zero for all values of 7 hence from (26) we can conclude that the concentration of
the rarer component is independent of the distance from z axis. Taking Schmidt
number Sm = l, Prandti number Pr = I and Thermal diffirsion number r = 0, the
function f Q}has been plotted for barodiffrrsion number B= 0.025,0.050,0.075 and
0.100 in Fig. l. The gaph reveals that the value of/is always less than I near the
upper edge of the boundary layer and its values at the wall arc 0.777254, 0.603558,
0.467569 and 0.360866 respectively for the above mentioned values of B. This
means that the concenfration of the rarer component is much less near the wall than
that maintained at a large distance from it. But, e*.e2 = I which shows that the

heavier component gets deposited more near the wall. This again confirms the
results of Srivastava Il].

By taking Sm: Pr: I and B:0.025, f (r)has been plotted in Fig. 2 for

r : 0.000, 0.025 and 0.050. In this figure wd see that the curves for above-
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mentioned values of z intersect at 4 = 0.2. This indicates that the effect of the

thermal difrrsion number is to decrease the concentration of the rarer component

from the upper edge of the boundary layer to the points correspondingto ry:0.2 and

to decrease it beyond these points to the surface of the wall. The points

correspording to q = 0.2 arc some special points, since concelrtation at these points

remain waffectedby the thermal diffirsion number.

In Fig. 3 we have plotted/(ry) for Pr = 0.7, 1.0 and 2.0 by taking Sm : I

nd f = r= 0.025. Fig. 4 represents the gaph of/(r7) for Sm: 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25

and for fix values of F: t:0.025 and Pr: 1. These gaphs show that by reducing

the values of Pr and/or ^Snr the rate of change in concentration of the rarer

component of the binary mixture can be enhanced. Hence, we can conclude, frorn

above analysis, that the effects of the pressure gladient and the temperature gradient

are to collect the heavier component of the binary fluid mixture near the surface of

the wall, i.e., to effect the separation of the species in the binary mixture. The rate of

separation can be enhanced by reducing the values of Prandtl number and Schmidt

number.
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